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Board of Directors 2020-2022 President’s Message
The business rollercoaster ride is continuing in 2022.

Welcome to the first Commerce Magazine in 2022, which is 
dedicated to the APEC meetings that will be hosted by Thailand 
in 2022. The theme of this meeting is making APEC OPEN to 
all opportunities, CONNECT in all dimensions, and BALANCE in 
all aspects, and will be dedicated to charting post-COVID-19 
measures to move forward from the health and economic crisis 
caused by the pandemic. Thailand has adopted the Bio-Cir-
cular-Green Economy Model as a part of the post-pandemic 
national recovery strategy, which is a model that links very well 
with several Dutch initiatives and will bring good business 
opportunities between Thailand and the Netherlands.

More short-term, the restrictions on travel to Thailand are 
slowly being lifted, which will have a positive effect on the 
travel and hospitality industry as both business and leisure 
travellers will return to the country. The direct effect of 
boosting the travel and hospitality industry is that this will 
offer employment to many and improve the country’s GDP 
by as much as 10%, based on its contribution to the country’s 
GDP before COVID-19. The indirect effect could be an 
increase in foreign direct investment, which would improve 
more long-term prosperity. 

Opening the country to both Thai and foreign travellers seem 
to be a very positive development for businesses in these in-
dustries. However, discussions with hoteliers reveal that many 
hotels are facing serious staff shortages. During COVID-19, 
approximately two million Thai staff members, many of whom 
were highly trained, went to live with their families outside the 
tourist areas and adopted a new lifestyle during the last two 
years. Convincing these people to return, and in many cases, 
retraining them, will take time, which will in turn limit the 
ability of the hospitality industry to benefit fully from the 
entrance rules being relaxed.

Similar effects can be noticed in other industries that were 
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, causing a real roller-
coaster ride for many businesses. Clearly, this also create 
opportunities. Noticeably, some industries, such as the shipping
industry, have taken full advantage of the changing 
market situation and maximized its profits in 2021. On the 
whole, however, the world economy has suffered from 
the pandemic, and the responses designed to get back to 
a situation where economic growth can occur vary from 
country to country. Thailand has adopted the Bio-Circular-Green 
Economy Model, is opening the country as quickly as deemed 
safe, and is considering the introduction of long-term visas for 
some foreigners who meet the requirements, which have not 
yet been finalized.

I wish you lots of success in this very dynamic business 
environment.

Rob Hurenkamp 
President of the NTCC

Mr. Rob Hurenkamp
Mazars (Thailand) Limited
President

Mr. Ernst-Otto Smit
Green Wood Travel Co., Ltd.
Honorary Secretary 

Mr. Gideon Otto Moolenburgh
Grant Thornton Thailand
Treasurer

Mr. Niek Hammer
The Okura Prestige Bangkok
Director

Mr. Manuel Madani
Priva
Vice-President

Ms. Erna Geerligs
Kubik Thailand
Director

Mr. Niels Ammerlaan
Mind Tools Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Marthijn Smit
Oryx Stainless (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 
Director

Mr. Heng Aik Jin 
Trouw Nutrition APAC Export & Myanmar 
Director

Ms. Apinya Ngammor
Kamthorn Surachet & Somsak Co., Ltd. 
Director

Mr. Tak Sriratanobhas
Mitr Phol Sugar Corporation Ltd.
Director

Mr. Marcel Canters
Lasermed Co., Ltd.
Director

Mr. Nattapong Poosodsri
Orffa (Thailand) Ltd.
Director Don’t wanna miss out on any NTCC networking events? 

See us at our website www.ntccthailand.org 
or follow us on our social media 
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Embassy News

Thailand Economic Update
Thailand’s economy has bottomed out in the third quarter of 2021 and is projected to continue growing in 
2022. However, the economy will not recover to the pre-COVID-19 level yet. Downside risks and constraints 
are persistent COVID-19 outbreaks, rising inflation and relatively hefty household debt, as well as domestic 
political disturbance. The Russian invasion in Ukraine also creates additional uncertainties and adds more 
pressure to the already fragile economic recovery.

After being severely hit by a surge of COVID-19 cases in the 
second and third quarter, Thailand's economic acti-
vity rebounded in the fourth quarter following the country’s 
reopening to foreign visitors on 1 November and the 
relaxation of the COVID control measures. Overall, the Thai 
economy expanded by 1.6% in 2021, recovering from a 6.2% 
contraction in 2020. 

A strong increase in merchandise exports was the main contributor to the economic growth. In 2021, Thailand’s 
export value (on customs returns basis) rose by 17.1% in USD terms to 271.1 billion USD, already surpassing the 
pre-pandemic level of 246.3 billion USD in 2019. 

The expansion in exports led to a favourable growth of 4.9% in the manufacturing sector and an increase in private 
investment by 3.4%. Farming, forestry, and fishery also expanded supported by accommodative weather conditions 
and rising external demand, but livestock particularly swine decelerated in the last quarter, resulting in an overall 
growth of the agriculture sector at 1.4%. 

The government implemented a large-scale social assistance scheme to mitigate the impact of the crisis on con-
sumption and livelihoods. Following also the gradual improved condition of the pandemic and the easing of the 
control measures, private consumption recovered to a 0.3% growth. Accommodation and food services activities 
improved in the fourth quarter thanks to domestic tourism and a significant increase in international tourist arrivals. 
However, the sector contracted by 14.4% for the entire year. The total number of foreign tourists in 2021 was 427,869 
people, declining 93.6% from 2020. 

Thailand’s economic outlook for 2022

Before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, research centers forecasted Thailand’s economy to expand by 3.5–4.5% in 
2022. If the conflict is prolonged, the country’s economic growth could be cut to 2-3%, with the inflation rising to 5%. 
Russia and Ukraine are Thailand’s 30th and 63rd trading partner, respectively. The consequences of the invasion have 
already hit Thailand’s import and export trade, with both manufacturers and consumers experiencing the indirect 
results of surging oil prices and higher costs of raw materials for animal feeds, fertilizers, and steel.

Russia is also a major tourism market for Thailand, with over 1 million visitors pre-Covid. The sanctions, resulting in 
a plunging ruble, have weakened Russian purchasing power and demand for overseas travelling. Soaring oil prices 
and limited airspace might also affect tourists from other countries, dampening the overall prospect of the tourism 
sector. The Thai economic recovery will continue to be supported mainly by the export sector, in line with a global 
economic recovery. Domestic demand including local tourism is expected to regain following the relaxation of the 
pandemic control measures. Thailand will declare the COVID-19 an endemic disease from 1 July 2022. Foreign tourist 
arrivals are expected to gradually improve in the second half of the year, given that cross-border travel measures for 
both Thailand and other countries are essential to improving the sector.
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Embassy News

According to CBS, bilateral merchandise trade in 2021 increased by 
14.1%, to 4.7 billion euros. Positive developments were recorded in 
both exports and imports. The Netherlands’ exports to Thailand grew 
by 9.4% to 1.0 billion euros and imports from Thailand expanded by 
15.5% to 3.7 billion euros. 

Thailand’s main import items from the Netherlands are electronic 
integrated circuits, machinery & parts, chemicals, and medicinal 
& pharmaceutical products. Its top exports to the Netherlands are 
also industrial goods i.e., computers & parts, electrical equipment or 
transformers, and lens. For agricultural products, principal exports are 
rubber products and prepared poultry.

The Netherlands-Thailand trade and investment

Bilateral trade

Business Support Services by The Embassy

Bilateral investment 
Based on the Bank of Thailand’s statistics on Thailand’s cumulative 
investment position, investment from the Netherlands is the biggest 
EU source of foreign direct investment (FDI) in Thailand and stood at 
14.1 billion USD at the end of the third quarter of 2021, and No. 5 
globally (following Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and the U.S.). The 
Netherlands is also the No.1 EU destination for Thai Direct Investment 
(TDI) abroad, with accumulated investment of 12.5 billion USD, and No. 
3 globally (after Hong Kong and Singapore).

Business Support Services by The Embassy
In 2021, the Embassy continued to proactively provide business 
support services despite the COVID-19 interruptions. In 2021, the 
team completed support to 507 trade requests. The Agriculture & 
Food sector received the most requests mainly concerning market 
access barriers. 

While several business events and physical visits were postponed 
or cancelled due to the pandemic, the Embassy turned to virtual or 
hybrid meetings and utilized digital platforms to provide support and 
updates to Dutch businesses. In total, the Embassy involved in the 

organization of 39 events related to climate adaptation, water management, maritime, agriculture & food, livestock, 
animal feeds, circular economy, and electric vehicles. 

In addition, the Embassy actively supported the virtual trade mission on Life Sciences & Health to Thailand, Indonesia, 
and Malaysia.
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• NFPA 25 compliant checklists 
• Secure cloud based data storage
• Traceable inspections for insurance company
       and building management
• Reduced in person inspection 
• Reduce human error

Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Limited
Tel:+66 2 661 8272-4, +66 2 026 3585 
Email: admin@kirloskar.co.th 
Website: www.kirloskarthailand.com

• Marina Bay Sands Singapore
• Suntec City Singapore
• Burj Khalifa Dubai
• Opera House Sydney Australia
• MRT Yellow and MRT Pink line Thailand

• Your fire system data, inspection reports and geolocation 
       available 24/7 from a single source stored securely in the cloud
• Receive automatic pre warnings and alarms
• Works with all brands and types of pumps
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APEC Thailand 2022:  Open. Connect. Balance.
by Shin Min Thwe, Marketing and Communications Manager, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce

What is APEC? 

APEC, short for Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, is 
a regional economic forum which was established in 
1989, and its main purpose is to leverage the growing 
independence of the Asia-Pacific. Currently made up 
of 21 members, APEC aims to create a better prosperity 
for the people of the region through promoting inclusive, 
balanced, innovative, sustainable, and secure growth, 
and by accelerating regional economic integration. 

The founding members of APEC were Australia, Brunei 
Darussalam, Canada, Indonesia, Japan, the Republic 
of Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand, and the United States. In 1991, 
the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong and 
Chinese Taipei joined the cooperation, followed by 
Chile, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, Peru, and Russia 
over the course of 1990s. 

APEC Thailand 2022 

Every year, one of the members will play host to APEC 
meetings and serve as the APEC chair. The host 
country is responsible for chairing the annual Economic 
Leaders’ Meeting, selected ministerial meetings, 
senior officials’ meetings, the APEC Business Advisory 
Council, and the APEC Study Centers Consortium. For 
2022, Thailand will be the host country. Respectively, 
the United States of America and Peru will be the chair 
of APEC for 2023 and 2024.

Statement by the Prime Minister of Thailand

“This year, Thailand is hosting the Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation forum as the region aims for 
an inclusive and sustainable recovery in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Next week, APEC delegates 
will begin their first set of meetings to roll out the year’s 
agenda, and advance APEC’s work to implement the 
Aotearoa Plan of Action agreed last year to achieve 
the Putrajaya Vision 2040, which guides APEC’s
actions for the next twenty years.

The theme of APEC 2022 is “Open. Connect. Balance.” 
Our priorities are to make APEC open  to all oppor-
tunities, connect  in all dimensions and balanced  in 
all aspects. Thailand’s theme is driven by our vision to 
address the imbalances revealed by the pandemic and 
achieve growth through the integration of the Bio-Cir-
cular-Green (BCG) model, three well-established 
economic development approaches, into the region’s 
economy.

APEC’s work is a long-term pursuit that requires 
continual and coordinated efforts. Following through 
on members’ commitments to the Asia-Pacific, I’m 
delighted to announce that the United States of America 
will host APEC in 2023 and Peru will host APEC in 2024. 
Together, we will fulfill our shared goal of an open, dy-
namic, resilient, and peaceful Asia-Pacific community 
for all our people and future generations.

I look forward to welcoming APEC Leaders to Thailand 
in November when we will set the goals for the region.”

Prayut Chan-o-cha, Prime Minister of Thailand at the press release
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The 3 main priorities of APEC Thailand

OPEN to all opportunities – Facilitating trade 

and investment

This priority will focus on facilitating trade and investment, 
including financial inclusion, greater and better ease of 
doing business and creating an enabling environment, 
along with writing up a new refreshed conversation on 
the realization of FTAAP through the post-COVID-19 
lens to further progress APEC regional economic 
integration that embodies rapidly evolving trade 
issues such as e-commerce and digital economy, 
while enhancing capacity development for all 
economies.

CONNECT in ALL dimensions – Reconnecting 

the region

The significance of this priority is to focus on promoting 
the secure and seamless reinstatement of cross-border 
travel, revitalizing the tourism and services sector, 
enhancing investment in public health security as 
well as facilitating greater business mobility, all while 
employing digital technology to further accelerate 
the interconnection within the region. 

BALANCE in ALL aspects – Finding balance 

in between 

The final priority mainly focuses on promoting inclusive 
and sustainable growth by examining economic 
models and practices which prioritize tackling the 
climate changes and the region’s other severe eco-
logical challenges alongside with robust and resilient 
economic growth, which ensuring a whole-of-society 
participation and bringing equitable economic ad-
vantages to all people. 

Outcomes and Outlook

As APEC Thailand gears up to make better changes in 
response to COVID-19 pandemic, here is a summarized 
version of the agendas and results that APEC Thailand 
is trying to achieve. To begin with, the safety, effi-
ciency, and resilience of trade of essential goods and 
services, especially COVID-19 Vaccine Supply Chains, 
and medical products, will be ensured by APEC. 

In 2022, we can expect to trade freely within the Area 
of Asia-Pacific as Thailand aims to write up a new con-
versation on the FTAAP agenda, reflecting on lessons 
learned from COVID-19 and incorporating revolving 
trade issues such as health, environment, and 
digitalization. 

With the resumption of cross-border travel, Thailand 
is also aiming to develop an APEC travel protocol. 
Being one of the most visited countries in the world, 
Thailand’s tourism and services sectors mainly suffered 
by the cross-border restrictions. However, we can 
expect Thailand’s tourism to come alive once again 
when cross-border travel beings again and APEC’s 
enhancing investment in public health security will 
also play an important role in this part. Thailand’s tou-
rism sector will be more sustainable, inclusive, beneficial 
for local communities and economies than before the 
pandemic. 

Next up, the implementation of APEC connectivity 
blueprint will be advanced further in attempt to increase
the communication quality within Asia-Pacific and 
APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC), along with other 
innovative plans, to focus on mobility for the professionals 
and businesspeople to travel across APEC economies 
with ease.

Lastly, Thailand will proceed to promote gender equality 
and the economic empowerment of women by the 
execution of the La Serena Roadmap for women and 
inclusive growth, mainly focusing on the development 
of digital skills and capacity building for women 
entrepreneurs to support their participation in the 
digital economy and the future of work. In addition, 
youth leaders will be invited to join the Informal Senior 
Officials’ Meeting to share their ideas and perspectives 
on the issues that the Asia-Pacific is facing, especially 
on climate change and sustainability through renewable 
energy, through managing resources and of food 
security.  
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In February 2022, the Royal Apollo Group reached the milestone of 175 years in the business, and it now 
also proudly carries the title of “Royal Apollo”.  Royal Apollo Group is the 2nd company in 20 years to receive 
such an honorable title from the King of Holland, himself. The predicate stands for an acknowledgement 
from the King - for having a good reputation, and it also symbolizes the respect, trust, and valuation of 
the King. The significance of this title for Royal Apollo Group is immense as well as the pride that the 
people feel to work with the crowned company.

To be eligible for such a distinguished honor, an organization 
must hold a highly prominent spot within its relative industry, 
be nationally significant, and have been in existence of at least 
a hundred years. The size of the company, the number of 
branches all over the world, the operational management, 
the working conditions, and its revenue are all taken into 
consideration. The King of Holland, himself is the sole 
entity authorized to confer this designation.

The title fits perfectly like a crown on the core values which they have held high since the first generation 
and surely becomes the pushing force that keeps Royal Apollo Group moving forward, until the day they 
get the whole world moving with them. 

Meeting Claudia van den Pol

Who is Claudia van den Pol? 6 years ago in 2016, she took over the company, which makes her the 6th 
generation of the Van den Pol family who controls the company. Since she was 16 years old, she has 
been interested in the industry and despite being the youngest one of 3 siblings, she is the only one who 
is in the family business. Claudia is an inspiring, passionate, ambitious, and hardworking individual who 
always lives and acts from her heart. 

She speaks very proudly and fondly of her company. Royal Apollo Group’s working environment is open 
and transparent since the company has a clear working schedule and structure. People know what they 
are being expected of working at their positions and the company is also aware of what these people 
are expecting from them. To ensure the employees are being able to work at ease, Royal Apollo Group 
takes the initiative to reach out and assist help for whoever needs one. By doing this, Royal Apollo 
Group builds a strong relationship with their employees, creating a safe workplace where people are 
not intimidated to rely on the company. 

The company initially started in 1847 as a blacksmith in 
Nijkerk, the Netherlands. It is one of the oldest Dutch family 
businesses, led by none other than the family van den Pol 
for 6 generations. Now, the company has more than 200 
employees.

For the Asia Pacific market, Royal Apollo Group opened 
sales offices in China and Thailand in 2016, followed by a 
production facility in Thailand in 2017 and another sales 
office in India in 2021. These new locations reflect Royal
Apollo Group’s determination to strengthen their global 
presence and enable Royal Apollo Group to serve the Asia 
Pacific market better and to be more responsive to the 
specific customer requirements. 

The 175 years long journey of Royal Apollo Group
by Shin Min Thwe, Marketing and Communications Manager, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce
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Due to the Covid-19 Pandemic, things have been a 
challenge for everyone, including Royal Apollo Group. 
The company did their best to continue with the 
original process and manufacturing locally in which 
they succeeded. It was a big challenge to keep things 
balanced, especially when things went upside down 
after Covid. Despite all of this, Royal Apollo Group 
has always achieved to meet the requirements of 
the customers. When asked about the best part of 
her work, Claudia expressed her excitement about 
being able to speak to different nations and getting 

to experience different cultures. She loves working with people from all over the world as it helps her 
gain the global perspective, which is very practical for someone who is leading a multinational company. 

Some insights and remarks from Claudia

Stay close to your team: Make sure you are directly engaging and communicating with your team. 
Transfer your skills and knowledge, especially help them be aware of the value of the company.

Be open with one another and compromise: As a multi-national company, it is very important to learn 
how to adjust to different cultures. Take the best things from each culture and put them together.

Being present without stepping into their roles: Although it is important to participate in meetings and 
making decisions, you need to make sure you are not taking over their tasks and decisions. Keep a respectful 
distance between you and your team. Give them feedback and encouragement. 

The entire NTCC business community would like to congratulate Claudia and her team for their achievements. 
It is truly impressive and admirable that despite the difficult times during the pandemic, Royal Apollo 
Group continues to grow and achieve their goals.
 
On behalf of NTCC, we would like to thank Claudia for sparing her time for this writeup and we are extremely 
proud to present Royal Apollo Group as one of our members.

The long history of Royal Apollo Group and all the generations of employees contributed to making this Royal honor 
happen in 2022. We continuously move people, the market, and of course, our products. We at the Royal Apollo Group are 
very proud and thankful for this honor. Our mission statement is “Always Moving Forward”, and we hope in the future to get 
the whole world moving!

Find out more about Royal Apollo Group’s technology and service in Thailand at
Tel: +66 (0) 2 315 1450
E-mail: vtsapac@apollobv.com
www.apollovts.com

Linkedin Website Line Official



We are ready to 
get you there
We know a seat is a lot more than just a place to sit. It makes dreams come  
true, brings you back to the people you love, carries you to that first job abroad.

That’s why we are currently resuming our flights to a growing number of 
destinations. We offer a flexible rebooking guarantee, which means you will be 
rebooked free of charge if your flight is cancelled. You can also opt to get your 
money back or accept a voucher for future travel.

We’re taking extra measures to ensure that our passengers and crew feel safe 
when travelling. Whenever you’re ready to fly, we are ready to get you there.

For further information about our latest flight schedules and our safety 
measures, please visit klm.co.th
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11 January | CFO Dinner 

It was very great to catch up with the guests and discuss 
about business matters in person. The dinner took place 
at the Oriental Residence and a selected group members 
from the finance, accounting, and investment industry 
attended the event.

We hope all our CFO members enjoyed the dinner and 
had a pleasant time discussing. We look forward to 
seeing you again at the next CFO Dinner! 

15 February | Covid 19 updates

The NTCC held the second edition of covid-19 briefing 
updated in 2022, “Covid-19 updates”. 

Here are the topics discussed: After 2 months, what has 
been changing for evolving, in terms of economic 
overview by Rob Hurenkamp from Mazars Thailand, 
recent travel documentation and operating flights 
between the Netherlands and Thailand by Estee Ng 
from KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and Ernst-Otto Smit from 
Green Wood Travel Thailand, processes from the Dutch 
government perspective by Ambassador Remco 
van Wijngaarden from the Embassy of Netherlands in 
Thailand, and medical insights about covid 19 symptoms, 
testing and treatment by Dr. Chanunya Srihawan from 
Samitivej Hospital.

7 February | Greentech. Masters. - First session: 
Future of Greenhouses in Southeast Asia

The ASEAN Dutch Chamber Network (ADCN) presented 
the first session of “Greentech Masters”, an exclusive 
interview with a professional in the industry, which was 
led by Manuel Madani, vice president of NTCC

The speaker of this session was Godfrey Dol, the 
greenhouse expert and horticultural award winner 
from Equilibrium’s Controlled Environment Foods 
Team. The global experts shared their views and 
experiences on the vital challenge in Southeast Asia.  
It was a fruitful and knowledgeable webinar. 

17 February | Manufacturing Gathering

Another successful event with our NTCC Manufacturing 
Group Members, who gathered up for a networking 
and discussing session on Thursday, 17 March at 
Novotel Hotel Suvarnabhumi. 

We are sincerely thankful to all attendees for their 
attendance and contribution on the discussion. We 
hope you had a pleasant conversation and looking 
forward to seeing you all again at the next Manu-
facturing Meetup.

Recent NTCC Events
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The NTCC successfully organized the Mul-
ti-Chambers Networking: River Cruising in Style
at the Ramada Plaza by Wyndham Bangkok
Menam Riverside on Thursday, 24 March 2022. 
This one-of-a-kind networking event is a close 
collaboration between NTCC and Singapore-Thai 
Chamber of Commerce, with the support from 
many bilateral chambers. It was the biggest 
event that NTCC has organized in 2022 so far. 
200+ guests joined us on a night full of fun and 
excitement. The main purpose of this event 
was to catch up with members from the foreign 
business communities, meet new people and 
expand your network, have a relaxing time away 
from the busy work life while enjoying the 
nighttime river view of the Bangkok skyline.
 
Attendees were firstly greeted at the entrance 
with registration and given a glass of sparkling 
wine as welcoming drink. To ensure everyone’s 
safety, ATK self-test results within 36 hours 
before the event were asked to be shown and 
for those who didn’t take the test yet, were 
guided to take one at the private spot set up 
by the Samitvej Hospital. Before boarding the 
ship, the guests enjoyed the cool evening breeze 
with a free flow of different beverages and 
snackswhile getting to know each other. 

Multi-Chambers Networking: River Cruising in Style
By Shin Min Thwe, Marketing & Communications manager, Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce

Hans van den Born, Executive Director at NTCC, 
gave an opening speech and afterwards, our 
guests started to board the cruise. Lovely ladies 
dressed up in Thai traditional clothing welcomed 

all our guests at the entrance. Guests had a great
time enjoying the spectacular night view of 
the Bangkok skyline and impromptu fireworks, 
along with international buffet and a free flow 
of different beverages. And of course, the 
dance floor was also full of fabulous moves with 
DJ blasting fun and exciting music.
 
This event would not be possible with the 
generous support from all attendees, and most 
importantly, DeeMoney, GT AUTO, Samitivej 
Hospital, Heineken – our sponsors and Ramada 
plaza by Wyndham Bangkok Menam Riverside 
– our venue partner. 

For those who missed the Multi-Chambers 
Networking: River Cruising in Style, you can 
check out the photo album from the event which 
is also available for download on the NTCC Flickr 
account.

We hope to see you at our future multi-chamber 
networking events.
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Multi-Chambers Networking: River Cruising in Style
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On Monday, 14 February 2022, Khoeilao Logistics has officially opened their new warehouse in Ratchaburi, 
in which the OEM products, vegetables, fruits, and flowers have been exported to the European market.

In this event, the Ambassador H.E. Remco van Wijn-
gaarden and Agricultural Counsellor Gijs Theunissen 
from the Embassy of the Netherlands in Thailand, the 
Executive Director Mr. Hans van den Born from 
the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC), 
the vice governor of Ratchaburi, president of OTOP 
Thailand, and many honorary guests attended to 
celebrate this new success for Mr. Richard Bonnet and 
Khun Nooch. 

Khoeilao Logistics Site Visit 

We also paid a site visit to see the facilities, current warehouses, agricultural products, plantations, 
and flowers. It is truly impressive and admirable how Khoeilao logistics can combine three 
important sectors: agriculture, horticulture, and logistics. We are very much delighted to see this 
company expand and grow every year. On behalf of fellow NTCC Business community, we sincerely 
congratulate Khoeliao logistics for this success and we are looking forward to the future achievements. 
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New Corporate Members

Melia Chiang Mai            
46, 48, Charoenprathet Road,
Chang Khlan, Mueang Chiang Mai
Chiang Mai, 50100

T: +66 (0) 52090699
E: edward.snoeks@melia.com
W: www.melia.com/en/hotels/thailand/
chiang-mai/melia-chiang-mai/index.htm

Sawasdeeshop Co., Ltd.
75/78-79 Ocean Tower 2,
Sukhumvit Soi 19 Sukhumvit Road
Klongtoey Nua, Wattana
Bangkok 10110

T: +66 (0) 28215555
E: rasmegh@deemoney.com
W: www.deemoney.com

Sirius Technologies
Co., Ltd.
660-662 Ideo Q Chula Samyan 
Floor3, Rama 4, Mahapreutaram
Bangrak, Bangkok 10500

T: +66 (0) 22001171
E: bin@siriustech.io
W: www.sirius.sg

MY ABC CLASS Co., Ltd.
322 M.1, Naitao, Huaiyod
Trang 92130 

T: +66 (0) 886573782
E: benjamin.doherty@myabcclass.com
W: www.myabcclass.com

Edward Snoeks
General Manager

Rasmegh Srisethi 
General Managing 

Director

Bin Wieringa
Co-Founder

DeeMoney is Thailand’s leading and fastest-growing Fintech 
specializing in cross-border payments. As a cross-border 
payment platform, in and out of Thailand, DeeMoney’s in-house 
developed platform, Grand Central, processes payments to 
and from over 100 countries. Deemoney aims to revolutionize 
the cross-border fintech ecosystem and bridge the gap 
for customers who live between a digital and physical world 
through frictionless money transfer solutions. To date, the 
company has processed over 1 million transactions and 1 Billion 
USD in and out of Thailand.

Sirius works with large or fast-growing organizations to accelerate 
their digital capabilities, transformations and ecosystem de-
velopment by providing cost-effective integration and run-time 
platform technology as well as composable software solutions.
 
At Sirius we have our own middleware platform based on 
Gartner's Hybrid Integration Platform capability framework and 
following Mesh Application and Service Architecture. Our 
platform provides high levels of flexibility and scalability in a cost 
effective manner.

MY ABC CLASS is a dedicated Virtual Online School providing 
live English Language Tuition for students of all ages and abilities
from around the world. We have a wide range of courses for 
Young Learners, General English Students, and specialized 
Business Professionals. Each of our programs are tailored to our 
students’ learning needs and language goals!  We have custom 
designed learning platform that is state of the art which provides 
a virtual classroom which is interactive, user-friendly and can 
be used from your phone, tablet, or computer. So, you can learn 
anywhere and anytime with one of our experienced Native 
English-Speaking Teachers.

Benjamin Luke 
Doherty

Co-Founder

Discover the myriad charms of Northern Thailand from the com-
fort of Melia Chiang Mai, a city center sanctuary with a subtle 
Spanish ambience. With majestic views over the River Ping and 
Chiang Mai’s famous Night Bazaar, Melia Chiang Mai is an oasis 
of modern comfort and tranquility in a city of historic charms and 
cultural attractions. Whether you’re here for family vacation or a 
business conference, you’ll be met with enchanting smiles and 
greetings by delightful local staff from the moment you enter our 
dazzling lobby right up to the moonlit 360๐ rooftop bar on the 
22nd floor. 

All suites and rooms are contemporary, fresh and equipped with 
all of the mod-cons. While the hotel exudes that mystic splendor 
of Chiang Mai, you’ll find Melia’s unique Spanish ambience 
ever-present, not least in the authentic Mediterranean flavors 
at our Laan Na Kitchen, Tien Pool Bar and Mai The Sky Bar.
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New Corporate Members

Eco Aquaculture Asia / 
The Sustainable Shrimp          
14/5 Soi Mittapap, Rawai
Muang Phuket 83130

T: +66 (0) 822753907
E: frank@ecoaquaculture.asia
W: www.ecoaquaculture.asia

Organon (Thailand) Ltd.
No. 88 The Parq Building, 
7th Floor, East Wing, Suite 07-101, 
Ratchadaphisek Rd., Klongtoey, 
Bangkok 10110

T: +66 (0) 22572500
E: kc.kruytbosch@organon.com
W: www.organon.com/thailand

Import Stories Co., Ltd.
163/44-46 Sanpawut road
Bangnatai, Bangna
Bangkok 10260

T: +66 (0) 819143979
E: rb@alliance-leather.com
W: web.facebook.com/ClimatThai

Frank Van der Linde
Owner / 

General Manager

Koen C. Kruijtbosch
Managing Director

At Organon, we believe in a better and healthier every day for 
every woman. And we understand that women are foundational 
to a healthier world. As a new company, we will begin by listening 
to women’s healthcare needs, big and small, enabling us to develop
treatments tailored to them -- because we know there is so 
much more we can do for women and their health.

Our mission is to deliver impactful medicines and solutions for 
a healthier every day. We build upon our strong foundation of 
more than 60 trusted medicines and other products across a 
range of areas including reproductive health, heart disease, 
dermatology, allergies and asthma. And we bring these important 
therapies around the world, with an international footprint that 
serves people in more than 140 markets. We believe the diversity 
of our business provides a sustainable engine of growth so 
we can continue to invest in and advance new medicines and 
treatments for women that are so urgently needed.

Climat Thai by Import Stories is a newly established and ambi-
tious company set up for commercial cultivating of hemp and 
cannabis.  Fully licensed by the relevant Thai authorities. 

The best qualities of hemp seeds for CBD are imported from 
Europe and America, carefully selected for growing best in the 
Thai climate. Our hemp farm is in Don Tan-district, Muk-
dahan-province. 

Climat Thai will grow to about 30.000 plants per cycle on 20 rai, 
by adhering to good agricultural practices (GAP) and organic 
farming standards and by partnering with local small and micro 
community enterprises (SMCE’s).

Rutger Bergmans
Managing Director

Eco Aquaculture Asia was founded in 2007 by 3 scuba diver 
friends with only one thing in mind: SUSTAINABILITY. This is what 
this land-based Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS) Hatchery,
Nursery and Grow-out farm has been working on ever since. 
Producing everything in house, they managed to be the 
only company in the world that produces a 100% sustainable fish 
feed for marine finfish, with nothing out of the ocean being used 
to grow their fish. After they managed to grow 100% sustainable 
Grouper and Snapper, Eco Aquaculture Asia started to concentrate 
on shrimp. The Sustainable Shrimp Thailand was born, and this is 
the only 100% sustainable shrimp farm in Asia. If you are a chef, 
own a restaurant or hotel, then make sure you use this 100% 
sustainable fish and shrimp because, on top of making the world 
a better place, you’ll not taste anything better and fresher than our 
products.

Ratelband Research
Institute

T: +66 (0) 823306235
E: emile@ratelband.com
W: www.ratelband.com

Emile Ratelband
CEO / Founder

Since 1979 we are looking for answers; Where do we come 
from? What's our purpose? Where will we go after? What is 
meaning of live? Are we alone in this Galaxy? We found out 
different pathways and became specialist in unique ways 
of approaching life, Neuro Linguistic Programming, Fluid Aging, 
Body Logic, Bouncing Back and Epigenetics We worked together 
with Tom Peeters, Abraham Maslov, Oshi, Richard Branson, Oskar 
Schindler, Norman Schwarzkopf jr, Anthony Robbins, Erich von 
Daniken, Bruce Lipton, Tony Buzan, M Gorbatsjov, S Hussein, 
Uri Geller, Martin Gray, l Pavarotti, Piet Vroon and many others.
We worked for IBM, Apple, Akzo, Sikkens, Tata, RedBull, Pamuk 
bank, ABNAMRO, Siemens, Bosch, VW, Eismann, Daimler, Toyota, 
NEC, Sony, Epson, and Tesla.

If you are looking for expanding? Inspiration? Purpose? Mission 
statement or Vision? just give me a call or mail me If we are 
understanding that it doesn't count anymore; what we are doing 
but why we are doing this specific, than we shall make the 
difference with our team.
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New Corporate Members

King Mega International
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.         
Cali-Mex Head Office, 54 Soi 
Samanmitr, Suang Luang 
Bangkok 10250

T: +66 (0) 638597243
E: thomas@cali-mex.co.th
W: www.cali-mex.co.th

Amari Phuket
2 Moun-ngem Road
Patong, Kathu
Phuket 83150

T: +66 (0) 76340106
E: michel.scheffers@onyx-hospitality.com
W: www.amari.com/phuket

Thomas Bernhard
Owner / 

General Manager

Michel Scheffers
Cluster General 

Manager

Cali-Mex serves the best Mexican food and Tacos in Bangkok. 
We have 5 branches all over Bangkok serving tacos, fajitas, 
quesadillas as well as burgers and drinks. We can host private 
parties of up to 150 guests.
 
We do not compromise on the quality nor the quantity: our 
dishes are meant to be shared. Every hungry tummy is welcome 
to the taco party, no matter how sensitive: we offer vegan, 
vegetarian, and gluten-free options.

Looking for something different?
* Cali-Mex can tailor-make a package to suit your event. This 
can range from standard food drop off to live events with burrito 
and taco bars with staff to serve your guests.
* Los Atico, our tequila and mezcal speakeasy bar is Bangkok’s 
best kept secret, an amazing venue for private parties up to 100 
guests.

We’re located on a secluded part of Patong Beach; your own 
private paradise overlooking an inviting turquoise sea that could 
have been custom-made for snorkeling at The Jetty or discover 
parasailing and other water sports at Patong Town. To add sparkle 
to your stay, we’re close to Jungceylon Shopping and Central 
Patong malls and only a short distance from Phuket Town.

Our spaces have been thoughtfully designed for that comforting 
home-from-home experience, but with the stunning seascape 
from your bay windows or private balcony taking centre stage. 
We’ve added touches to the decor to showcase modern Thai 
craftsmanship at every turn – a contemporary re-imagining of 
the traditional Thai home. At the pinnacle of our resort, the Club 
suites await. Our luxury Ocean Wing suites take elegance to the 
next level, with living and dining areas overlooking the bay.
 
We can’t wait to welcome you to Amari Phuket and brighten your 
world.

New Individual Members                        
Noud de Beijer

Product Manager
True Digital Group
E: nouddebeijer@gmail.com
T: +66 (0) 802215057

Stephen Briones

CEO
Fenway Ventures Company Ltd.
E: steve@fenwayventures.net
T: +66 (0) 817103636

Frouke Gerbens

Rector
Dusit Thani College
E: frouke.gerbens@dtc.ac.th
T: +66 (0) 631988933

Reibel Air and 
Ocean Freight B.V.                                                                           
Kruisweg 365, Amsterdam
1437 CG, North Holland

T: +31 (0) 203162214
E: Michael.Henschel@reibelfreight.nl
W:  www.reibelfreight.nl / www.baggage.nl

Michael Henschel
General Manager

We are a Dutch Freight Forwarding company which coordinates 
global transports, customs brokerage, 3PL using all modalities 
available as middle-man. The commodities we can support with 
are dangerous goods, foodstuff, horti industry, pharmaceuticals, 
medical equipment and all types of freight such as time critical 
shipments till storage. 

We serve entrepreneurs who wants to save time to pursue their 
vision and carry out their mission and want to focus more on 
their market share and the quality of their product instead of difficult
logistic issues. Making the world more accessible for them 
through strong global representation of highly qualified partners, 
with an eye for consulting and progressive mutual benefit 
through optimization, innovation, pro-activity and daring to criticize 
and discuss with the client. Dedicated, content and focused on 
growing with/for our partners/customers more than the market 
does. Become an authority through our core values.
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Storing 
vital products 
with care
Thai Tank Terminal is the leading independent tank storage company in Thailand. 
Specialising in storage and handling solutions for industrial chemical production 
plants, distributors and traders, Thai Tank Terminal ensures safe, clean and ef� cient 
storage and handling of bulk liquid products and gases to the highest international 
quality standards. By doing so, we ensure security of supply and enable the delivery 
of products vital to your business and our society. 

Bangkok of� ce
123 Suntowers B, 29th Floor, 
Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road, Chomphon, Chatuchak, 
Bangkok, 10900
Telephone: +66-2617 6450-3

Contact us today at
Head of� ce
19 I-1 Road, Map Ta Phut, 
21150 Muang, Rayong, Thailand
Telephone: +66 3867 3500
Email: theo.o@thaitank.com

DK Vopak Thai Ad_A4.indd   1 01-11-2021   12:29
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By Evelien Lagerweij, Marketing & Communications Manager Elephant Parade International

Elephant Parade runs the world’s largest exhibition of decorated elephant statues. Created by artists and 
celebrities, each Elephant Parade statue is a unique art piece. The life-size, baby elephant statues are exhibited 
in cities all-over the world and raise awareness for the need of elephant conservation. By selling limited edition, 
handcrafted replicas that are reproduced from the exhibition elephants, 20% of the net profits with a minimum of 
€ 50.000,- per year is donated to projects helping Asian elephants, like Mosha, in their struggle for survival. 

Elephant Parade: a social enterprise using a unique combination of 
Art, Business and Conservation raises awareness for elephant welfare 
and conservation projects. 

How it all began

The organization was started in 2006 by two men with 
a passion for helping nature's biggest land mammal. 
Father and son Marc and Mike Spits were moved by the 
emotional story of a 7 month old Asian elephant called 
Mosha they met in Thailand who had survived standing 
on a land mine, but lost her right leg. The work of the 
Spits has resulted in the first exhibition in Rotterdam 
in 2007 and the support of NGOs Elephant Family and 
Friends of the Asian Elephant in a range of elephant 
conservation projects. Mosha was fitted with the first 
prosthetic leg for an elephant. “Mosha is our star and 
inspiration. Her story of overcoming adversity is our 
key message to the world.” Today, The Friends of the 
Asian Elephant Hospital is still the home of Mosha in 
Lampang, Thailand.

Worldwide success

Since the first event in Rotterdam, the vibrant Elephant Parades have inspired the communities they visit. Millions 
of people have already visited one of the global exhibitions in Bangkok, Milan, London, Dubai, Rio de Janeiro, 
Amsterdam, Singapore, India, Hong Kong and many more. 

The wonderful, sometimes symbolic and meaningful, bright and colourful designs originate from the works of world 
famous celebrities, companies and other artists including: Ricky Gervais, Alex Jones, Claudia Schiffer, Bryan Adams, Sir 
Richard Branson, Rylan Clarke, Leona Lewis, Jack Vettriano, Katy Perry, Khloe Kardashian, Phil Collins, Tommy Hilfiger, 
Ferrari and Aston Martin.
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In full swing

Surviving the massive impact of the Covid pandemic on our lives, Elephant Parade has renewed energy to conquer 
the world. With lots of ideas, exploring new opportunities and organizing new Parades. The year 2022 started 
off with two exhibitions in Switzerland and California and already new awesome parades lie ahead. As from May 
16th, a herd of 26 elephants will be exhibited in the ‘City of Dreams’ Las Vegas for 3 months. A huge event where 
a serious number of big celebrities and brands have consented to co-operate. Also planned for Summer 2022 are 
Bristol (United Kingdom) and Doetinchem (The Netherlands). And negotiations to bring the traveling herd back to 
Phuket - Thailand in 2023 are in full swing!

Perfect gift

All miniature elephant replicas are limited and individually hand-painted and/or crafted in the Art Studio in Chiang 
Mai, Thailand. By offering a wide assortment of beautiful designs of new and established artists, there is an 
appealing elephant for everyone. For companies, tailor-made designs are offered - including company logo and/
or text - as a business gift to appreciate their most valuable customers. And, if you ever get an opportunity to visit 
Chiang Mai why not take a day trip to Elephant Parade Land and visit the large gardens which host a colorful 
residence exhibition of life size elephant statues. Enjoy a behind the scenes tour of the production studio and 
meet some of the artists, get creative and join a workshop and paint your own elephant.

Elephant Parade provides a structural and ongoing source of income making it possible to give elephants a fighting 
chance in the battle for space, dignity, and survival. Be part of it!

www.elephantparade.com

Elephant Parade Production co. Ltd,
80/9 Moo 7, T. San Pee Sua, A.Muang, 
Chiang Mai 50300, Thailand
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23 February | Chiang Mai Meetup

For the last event of February, we had Chiang Mai 
Meetup where we held a fun, networking event with our 
NTCC members who are based in Chiang Mai.

We are incredibly pleased and beyond happy to hear and 
share conversations with our members.  We would like 
to thank all our attendees and we are looking forward to 
seeing you again at the next Chiang Mai Meetup event 
next month!

5 March | Blind Football – Fundraising Event

Spanish-Thai Chamber of Commerce (SPTCC), 
Thai-Italian Chamber of Commerce (TICC), and NTCC 
hosted a charity event on Saturday, 5th March, 2022. 
This event aims to support the Thailand’s blind football 
team patronaged by Sports Association for the Blind.

During this event, the Thai Blind football team had a 
friendly match to raise and gain more attention to sports 
for the blind and visually impaired athletes. The match 
took place at the Aimphan Sport, Nonthaburi. Football 
is exhilarating to watch and is one of the world’s most 
popular Para sports. We would like to thank everyone 
who attended the event and participated in donation 
for the Thailand’s blind football team. 

28 March | Greentech. Masters. – Second session: 
The Asian Food Challenge 2030

Together with the ASEAN Dutch Chamber of Network 
(ADCN), NTCC hosted the second session of Greentech. 
Masters on Monday, 28th March 2022. 

In this episode, the CEO of Asia Sustainable Foods 
Platform: Mathys Boeren and the Director of TEMASEK 
International Xu Wei gave an exclusive interview on the 
topic of “Understanding the New Asian Consumer: The 
Asian Food Challenge 2030”, led by Manuel Madani. It 
was a fruitful session full of opinions and knowledge 
sharing from the professionals. 

Recent NTCC Events

7 March | NTCCafe Monday

The first NTCC public event in 2022 was held at the Sala 
Sheraton Grande Sukhumvit, a lush tropical garden 
restaurant surrounding a beautiful free-form swimming 
pool. Thank you to DeeMoney for sponsoring drinks for 
our guests.

It was an enjoyable time sitting back, relaxing, sipping on 
a cocktail while catching up with friends and meeting new 
people. We are very much thankful to those who gave 
their time to attend our event, and we are beyond happy
to have shared meaningful conversations during the 
event.

We wish to see you at our next NTCCafe edition!
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Organon Prioritizes Women’s Health on Interna-
tional Women’s Day

Industrial Marketing has signed a distributor 
agreement with Nedap from Netherlands!

Social Interaction Begins

On March 8, Organon put the spotlight on the growing 
health disparities women face that have been exacerbated 
by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Since its inception, International Women’s Day has 
focused on accelerating gender parity. This year’s 
theme, #BreakTheBias, invites everyone to act for gender 
equality and to reinforce that health should be a critical 
part of this. 

Organon believes healthy women are the backbone 
of a thriving, stable, and resilient society- when she is 
healthy, she prospers and so does her community, and 
society for generations to come. 

Organon gave nearly 9,500 employees around the world, 
including Thailand, the day off so they could attend to 
their own health needs and the health of the women in 
their lives. The goal was to bring forth the need for every 
woman to prioritize her health. They can make meaningful 
change that puts her health first.

The world has irrevocably changed from the COVID virus 
which has affected retailers, especially brick and mortar 

Member News
stores, all over the world. Brand owners have had to 
adjust and aggressively change their retail strategy to 
adapt to this new normal which includes key components 
such as real-time data, online presence, digitization of 
their core infrastructure and omnichannel sustainability.

With Nedap, we at Industrial Marketing will implement 
the integration of any existing system into a fully 
functional IT infrastructure that is also scalable with 
existing and future technology. We can help accelerate 
the adoption of RFID technology into any organization 
with Nedap’s state-of-the-art technology to ultimately 
provide an efficient and pleasant shopping experience 
for all customers.

NTCC member Plymovent management team joined 
tabtourasia for a 2 day training retreat in Chiang Mai, 
consisting of gamificatied learning models about 
effective team work. 

This was the frontrunner of a series of new clients like 
Haadthip - Coca-Cola, World Bank Group, Northstar, 
Believe, and Now Comms Asia that also saw the need 
to take their staff from behind the computer to face to 
face activities. 
 
After 2 years of remote work, national and multi-inter-
national companies are bringing their employees out 
again; gaining from refreshing social interaction and 
building new team structures. 
 
Is your company next? 
Download our 2022 service manual 
here:www.tabtourasia.com/pdf/tabtour-overview-2022.pdf 



www.oryx.com

TRUST
  IN STAINLESS
STEEL.
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CeTeau Thailand was awarded a second landfill 
project in Laos

Our new services – Expat Care Center By Bang-
kok Hospital

Stenden University Interns - fundraising at home, 
visiting projects in Thailand

Upon the successful completion of the first landfill project 
in Pakse-Lao PDR, CeTeau was awarded the contract 
to undertake another landfill project in the Vang Vieng 
district of the Vientiane Province in the Northern Region 
of Laos, covering an area of 167,280 hectares. The 
turnkey project involves the improvement of the technical 
design, road and building construction, earthworks as 
well as the supply and installation of geosynthetic 
materials.

Vientiane has experienced significant economic growth 
throughout the years with increasing tourism and 
urbanization. However, waste volumes have increased 
simultaneously, and the current waste storage capacity 
is inadequate being detrimental for human health and 
the environment.

With this landfill project, CeTeau will contribute to 
increasing the regional waste capacity, which in turn 
will allow for the improvement of the overall waste 
management process.

These landfill improvements are part of the Second 
Greater Mekong Subregion Tourism infrastructure for 
Inclusive Growth Project, financed by the Asian Devel-
opment Bank (ADB). 

CeTeau is very proud that it was given the opportunity 
to put its international experience into practice for the 
regional landfill improvements in Laos: an economi-
cal-sound and sustainable solution with controlled 
landfill standards, whilst enhancing the region's com-
petitiveness and safeguarding the natural environment. 
We will not waste our time and complete this project 
successfully!

The center will offer medical services to Expat and their 
families. The doctors in Expat Center will offer medical 
care of simple treatment (primary and secondary care). 
In case patient come with multiple problems who needs 
to see multiple specialists, our expat care center doctors 
will refer patients to each specialty and at like a case 
management, be the center of information, help 
patients to understand their health condition in 
overall big picture.  

Remark: Special Promotion for the first 100 customers 
who use the expat center services, can use their hospital 
bill to exchange Moderna Vaccine Voucher.

For more information, please contact:
Location: Expat Care  Center, 2nd floor, Bangkok 
International Hospital (BIH)
Service Hours: 08.00 – 16.00 hrs. (Monday-Saturday)
Tel: 02-310-3254
Email: expatcenter@bangkokhospital.com

Philanthropy Connections’ projects are located in 
remote areas in Thailand, Burma and Cambodia
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We frequently visit the projects to see how things are 
going and to talk with the people on the ground. In 
February, we twice visited Koung Jor Shan Refugee 
Camp at the Thai-Burma Border.

On one of the visits two interns, students from Stenden 
University in the Netherlands, Nienke Pundt and 
Mijke Peeters, joined us. They had been helping us 
with fundraising and social media campaigns to support 
our Mother Tongue Based-MultiLingual Education 
programme. This was a great opportunity for them to 
see one of our projects and to meet the children and 
teenagers in the camp. They will continue helping us, 
through their university even after their assignment. 

We highly appreciate their commitment and efforts. And 
we are grateful for the support from all our interns, 
volunteers and sponsors who participate in improving 
the conditions of people who live in vulnerable situations. 
If you want to be part of our work, please contact us at 
info@philanthropyconnections.org

Kirloskar Brothers (Thailand) Limited (KBTL) is subsidiary 
of Kirloskar Brothers Limited (KBL), India. KBL provides 
complete fluid management solutions for large infrastruc-
ture projects in the areas of water supply, power plants, 
irrigation, oil & gas, chemical, firefighting, industry, and 
marine & defense. We engineer and manufacture 
industrial, agriculture & domestic pumps, valves, and 
hydro turbines.

KBL has developed a unique solution in form of Pico 
Turbine for micro hydro power generation from 1 kW 
to 5 kW which offers a distinct advantage of economy 
combined with balance of ecology and protection of 
environment.

The KBL Pico consist of a centrifugal pump that operates 
in reverse mode as a turbine. The energy is recovered 

Kirloskar Brothers Thailand New Green Energy 
Hydro Powered PICO Turbine

Bangkok Patana Spell-a-Thon for Children of the 
Forest

from pressure differences (head); while flow is fed 
back into the existing system or let out in natural water 
stream. It drives an electrical generator and can be 
used stand alone as it can store energy in batteries or 
direct or connected to the grid. The standalone version 
has full cloud-based monitoring available. The PICO can 
replace expensive high emission generators with truly 
green energy!

Bangkok Patana Year 2 students hosted a Spell-a-Thon 
as their Term 2 community fundraising evet. Our student 
superstars generated an impressive 128,500 THB for 
their chosen charity, Children of the Forest, located in 
Kanchanaburi Province. This charity supports mar-
ginalized families by offering free schooling for primary 
school children. Bangkok Patana has supported 
Children of the Forest over the last ten years, during 
which time the organization has provided education, 
healthcare, and residence to over 5,000 children.

Through their connection to local charities, Bangkok 
Patana Year 2 students have learned how valuable 
fundraising can have a direct impact on the children 
and families. The funds raised from the Spell-a-Thon 
have been allocated toward hiring a part-time sports 
coach for the Children of the Forest school. Brilliantly, 
the sports coach that has been hired is a former resident 
of the Children of the Forest school – a wonderful success 
story! We are very proud of our Year 2 Spell-a-Thon 
stars in being active stewards of their local and global 
communities.

Learn more about Children of the Forest, and consider 
making a donation, 
www.childrenoftheforest.org/donate





Everything under control

ZI-ARGUS IS A BUSINESS OF ZUELLIG INDUSTRIAL WITH OFFICES IN 
THAILAND, INDONESIA, THE PHILIPPINES, AUSTRALIA, SINGAPORE
www.zuelligindustrial.com

PROCESS AUTOMATION
AND CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Adding value to a wide section of high performance customers within the Asia-Pacific 
region, our professionals execute turn-key projects in process, manufacturing, 
infrastructure and data-centre environments. We offer custom designed solutions 
covering these industries, and more:

Food & Beverage

Petrochemical

Energy

Automotive

Consumer Packaged Goods

Data Centres

Logistics

Environmental

www.zi-argus.com


